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Finally Project 

     In this final project, I adopted Cacoo, Bitstrips, Emaze, and Meitu Xiuxiu for 
showing the changing features of Princesses in Disney animation. Then, my work is 
finding the software my group used, decorating our final project outline on Cacoo, 
drawing out the Frozen’s story on Bitstrips, presenting and analyzing the compare and 
contrast in the changing features of Disney Princesses on Emaze, and designing the 
question on Kahoot. 
 
 

Cacoo: 
I designed the whole style of the outline, such as the background paper, the color of 
the linking liner, pictures, and the place setting. My work tended to decoration in this 
part. 
 
URL: https://cacoo.com/diagrams/MVKBFZSKYfQTa1nK/edit 

 
 
Bitstrips: 
I used this software to draw out the Frozen story. In order to represent the characters, 
such as Elsa and Olaf, I had to draw her braid and Olaf’s face and body shape by 
using the shapes tool in Bitstrips 

https://cacoo.com/diagrams/MVKBFZSKYfQTa1nK/edit
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Emaze: 
I found this software to present our part of the changing of Disney Princesses and 
analyzed the changes in the new version Disney Princess. I had to choose the suitable 
template, to put and to size those materials into my power point, such as the Bistrips 
comic pictures, to searching the related pictures and to type the text to decorate it. 
 
URL: http://www.emaze.com/@AFIFRRIL/disney-princess-changes 

 
 
Meitu Xiuxiu: 
I used it for cutting the comic pictures. It is a tool to help me having a better way to use my 
materials. 

 

 
 

http://www.emaze.com/@AFIFRRIL/disney-princess-changes
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Kahoot!: 
I designed 4 questions for the quiz in my final group project. Here is my designed questions. 

1.      What is the love presented in Frozen? 

A.      Brother’s Love 

B.      Parent’s love 

C.      Sister’s Love 

D.     Uncle’s Love 

2.      What is the ability of tradition princesses to solve problem? 

A.      Sending a bird 

B.      Finding the seven dwarf 
C.      Waiting for the hero 

D.     Pray to God 

3.      Choose the wrong answer. Which changes did not be mentioned in our 
presentation? 

A.      Love 

B.      The ability to solve problem 

C.      The image of princess 

D.     Anna’s outlook 

4.      If you are Elsa, do you regret to create Olaf? 

A.      No, it is so cute 

B.      No, I don’t regret and it is none of your business 

C.      Yes, he is annoying. AH~~~~ 

D.     Yes, he will steal my fans 

 

URL: https://play.kahoot.it/#/?quizId=d6e49390-1b81-4cf8-ada5-dea418cd4e02  

 

https://play.kahoot.it/#/?quizId=d6e49390-1b81-4cf8-ada5-dea418cd4e02
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Semester Reflection Chart 
Week no. Reflections 
Week1 I need some time to get used of this course. Because I still have 

difficulty on understanding the activities in class, I hope that 
later on everything will be okay:) But it is fine that this course is 
quite different from the others and I can enjoy learning without 
too much pressure. At least, I also don't need to worry about 
assignment. That's the part I love the most. 

Week2 It is not easy to learn how to present our PPT in better way. I am 
trying now and I hope it will be fine. Moreover, it is good that I 
can learn some components of presentation, so I can use it in my 
future presentation. 

Week3 Thanks for giving time to us discuss our topic since we were 
confused about what materials are suitable. And I know what the 
better way to compass the photos is.  Also, easelly is a new tool 
for me and there have so many samples that I can use it. It is 
useful. 

Week4 We had learned that we should not put too much word at the 
poster. However, our application has a lot of features to 
represent. For this reason, I need to delete something not so 
important elements from that application. Also, making this 
poster is interesting because it will enhance my creative thinking 
and designs my owned product. 

Week5 We had to watch to film. The first one is about how to do mind 
map and the benefits of making mind map. The second film is 
how to make cacoo. Later on, we had to try to use it. I think 
cacoo is nice software. 

Week6 This week, BC gave us time to make our own cacoo because we 
had to use this to do our individual project outline. Therefore, we 
had to know how to use it well. Also, BC explained more like 
the linking and how to output. 

Week7 This week learn new software, Xmind. It is good to learn this 
because in another lecture a professor requires us to use this to 
finish our assignment. But I have a little bit sad about the 
propose of teaching evercam. Anyways, it is ok:). Also, I feel 
relax in today's class since today I only watch video. Meanwhile, 
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I am so glad that Xmind does not hard I thought. Listening 
G.E.M's performance, it recalls our criticism on her. And I hope 
that I get to use Xmind quickly since I am really poor of this 
tasks. 

Week8 BC explained the features of Moodle and Ican. Then, we had a 
software instruction. Our group was presenting the Audacity 
software to our students. And I was very nervous to speak. 
Overall, today’s class is very interesting because of the singing 
software. I was also inspired by the group who made the game.  

Week9 Today, we learnt that game can make our brain activily. There 
are some type of it, such as adventure. We also leant two 
materials. Edmodo, I had already known it. So, It is like review 
and help me know more about another function. Next, the 
Spelling city, since I have to leave on time, I cannot listen the 
whole presentatin. I will find sometime and try it by myself. 

Week10 This week is day off. We choose to use this day to take record. 
At first, we thought our topic is not good at using for our project; 
therefore, we decided to change our topic. We were discussing 
using the news in recently. However, we think it is too difficult 
for us. So, we finally chose the feminism in Disney movie and 
use Frozen to be our discussing film. 

Week11 At the beginning of our class, BC asked the question about the 
previous class a week before. I totally forget, but fortunately I 
can remember in the end of the first period. Then, we moved on 
the computer classroom to learnt new marterials. This time we 
learnt how to create the story of a game, to set the game, and to 
decide the backgournd and option which the player chose. It is 
fun and interesting. I am really admire that they can found this 
software. Also, the last group presented a website game for 
relaxing. Personally, it is not working for me. I will be more 
nervous because of the game's speed. 

Week12 This class we have to present our group project. Actually, we do 
have prepare, but some groups’ well-prepared make us nervous. 
Fortunately, we did it. I’m so happy to design the diagram. 
When I am making the diagram, I don’t think tired but exciting. 
Also, BC you help us to find out the problem we have. 
Hopefully, our group project will done nicely and happily with 
those cutie members. 
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Week13 2. In class activity- Please find the CC license for this article. 
This work is copyrighted by Jack Dougherty and colleagues, and 
distributed under a Creative Commons 
Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Unported License. Except for 
items labeled as belonging to others, you may freely share the 
content under these terms by citing this source: Jack Dougherty 
and colleagues, On The Line: How Schooling, Housing, and 
Civil Rights Shaped Hartford and its Suburbs, (Trinity College: 
Fall 2011 preview edition), http://OnTheLine.trincoll.edu. 
 
3. If you want to use it, what kinds of CC conditions you need to 
follow? 
Attribution —NonCommercial —Share Alike license—No 
Derivate Works 
 
4. Does the author agree that CC free us from copyright 
problems? What are the author’s opinions? 
The author agrees, “We do not contend that Creative Commons 
has resolved all of our questions 
aboutwho“owns”oralhistory,nordoweclaimexpertiseinintellectual 
property law. But as oral historians seeking alternatives, we 
believe that this combination —traditional copyright with 
Creative Commons licensing — fulfills our dual needs to 
maintain the rights of individual participants while sharing 
history with the public.” 

Week14 Today, we had a briefing for final report. Most of the group 
presented the serious topic. It made me nervous because on one 
hand I am afriad that our topic is not good enough. On the other 
hand, we changed our topic a lot because of the information and 
thought that the topic is not specific. However, we can fix it. 

Week15 Today we learnt the QDA miner lite. It is a qualitative data 
analysis software and does coding and statistics(manage). Also, 
it can retrieve several document and how to append document. 
Moreover, we had time to find our sources and to make our final 
report. And the most important thing is that BC gave us advise 
about some of our works. 

Week16 I am so appreciate for BC's understanding. Although we don't 
have to present today, we feel happy that we done it. For this 
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reason, we don't have to prepare until the last moment. Thank 
you so much! AH! Here is our group topic to Allen's group. Do 
they have any impact after having the 3D-printed organ? 

Week17 Today, we do our presentation and BC says that it can be a 
research paper topic. Maybe I can consider in this suggestion 
during the winter vocation. I am happy my group using my 
advice to do this topic and our classmates also give us positive 
comments. Here are those questions. What is the good impact 
from the tradition princesses? I can say that all the fairy tale and 
their characters reflect a aspect to us to learn. As the traditional 
princesses are kind, gentle, and positive. Those characteristic are 
children and adlut to learn and to develop. However, the way to 
solve problem has to improve. It can give us a shadow to learn 
by story. 2) How do you know the exactly Disney having the 
changes? Actually, I went to the Frozen exhibition and saw the 
one of the broad that said Frozen totally overturned the Disney 
movie princesses' image and the identity of love in the past. 
Therefore, it is agreed from authority. 3) Is it good to compare 
the capability with male? After classmate's asking, we all think 
that it should not compare with men because men is not a target 
to compare. Also, female and male have something different in 
mental. It is not fair to both side to compare and contrast. 

Week18 I love you BC. Because few days ago I walked on the path, I 
really focused on my cell phone and I heard BC was calling my 
name. I am really surprised because I seldom see a professor that 
will say hello in passion to student. Also, I leant a lot of software 
in this course. This course encourages me to find more new 
software and to create ways by using software. In fact, it helps 
me building my creativities.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I think the whole experience be understood because I understand the teachers 
hope that we can put the software application properly, and reduce pressure on 
us after school, at the same time have the ability to explore 
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Finally Project

     In this final project, I adopted Cacoo, Bitstrips, Emaze, and Meitu Xiuxiu for showing the changing features of Princesses in Disney animation. Then, my work is finding the software my group used, decorating our final project outline on Cacoo, drawing out the Frozen’s story on Bitstrips, presenting and analyzing the compare and contrast in the changing features of Disney Princesses on Emaze, and designing the question on Kahoot.





Cacoo:

I designed the whole style of the outline, such as the background paper, the color of the linking liner, pictures, and the place setting. My work tended to decoration in this part.



URL: https://cacoo.com/diagrams/MVKBFZSKYfQTa1nK/edit





Bitstrips:

I used this software to draw out the Frozen story. In order to represent the characters, such as Elsa and Olaf, I had to draw her braid and Olaf’s face and body shape by using the shapes tool in Bitstrips

. 



Emaze:

I found this software to present our part of the changing of Disney Princesses and analyzed the changes in the new version Disney Princess. I had to choose the suitable template, to put and to size those materials into my power point, such as the Bistrips comic pictures, to searching the related pictures and to type the text to decorate it.



URL: http://www.emaze.com/@AFIFRRIL/disney-princess-changes





Meitu Xiuxiu:

I used it for cutting the comic pictures. It is a tool to help me having a better way to use my materials.







Kahoot!:

I designed 4 questions for the quiz in my final group project. Here is my designed questions.

1.      What is the love presented in Frozen?

A.      Brother’s Love

B.      Parent’s love

C.      Sister’s Love

D.     Uncle’s Love

2.      What is the ability of tradition princesses to solve problem?

A.      Sending a bird

B.      Finding the seven dwarf

C.      Waiting for the hero

D.     Pray to God

3.      Choose the wrong answer. Which changes did not be mentioned in our presentation?

A.      Love

B.      The ability to solve problem

C.      The image of princess

D.     Anna’s outlook

4.      If you are Elsa, do you regret to create Olaf?

A.      No, it is so cute

B.      No, I don’t regret and it is none of your business

C.      Yes, he is annoying. AH~~~~

D.     Yes, he will steal my fans



URL: https://play.kahoot.it/#/?quizId=d6e49390-1b81-4cf8-ada5-dea418cd4e02 



Semester Reflection Chart

		Week no.

		Reflections



		Week1

		I need some time to get used of this course. Because I still have difficulty on understanding the activities in class, I hope that later on everything will be okay:) But it is fine that this course is quite different from the others and I can enjoy learning without too much pressure. At least, I also don't need to worry about assignment. That's the part I love the most.



		Week2

		It is not easy to learn how to present our PPT in better way. I am trying now and I hope it will be fine. Moreover, it is good that I can learn some components of presentation, so I can use it in my future presentation.



		Week3

		Thanks for giving time to us discuss our topic since we were confused about what materials are suitable. And I know what the better way to compass the photos is.  Also, easelly is a new tool for me and there have so many samples that I can use it. It is useful.



		Week4

		We had learned that we should not put too much word at the poster. However, our application has a lot of features to represent. For this reason, I need to delete something not so important elements from that application. Also, making this poster is interesting because it will enhance my creative thinking and designs my owned product.



		Week5

		We had to watch to film. The first one is about how to do mind map and the benefits of making mind map. The second film is how to make cacoo. Later on, we had to try to use it. I think cacoo is nice software.



		Week6

		This week, BC gave us time to make our own cacoo because we had to use this to do our individual project outline. Therefore, we had to know how to use it well. Also, BC explained more like the linking and how to output.



		Week7

		This week learn new software, Xmind. It is good to learn this because in another lecture a professor requires us to use this to finish our assignment. But I have a little bit sad about the propose of teaching evercam. Anyways, it is ok:). Also, I feel relax in today's class since today I only watch video. Meanwhile, I am so glad that Xmind does not hard I thought. Listening G.E.M's performance, it recalls our criticism on her. And I hope that I get to use Xmind quickly since I am really poor of this tasks.



		Week8

		BC explained the features of Moodle and Ican. Then, we had a software instruction. Our group was presenting the Audacity software to our students. And I was very nervous to speak. Overall, today’s class is very interesting because of the singing software. I was also inspired by the group who made the game. 



		Week9

		Today, we learnt that game can make our brain activily. There are some type of it, such as adventure. We also leant two materials. Edmodo, I had already known it. So, It is like review and help me know more about another function. Next, the Spelling city, since I have to leave on time, I cannot listen the whole presentatin. I will find sometime and try it by myself.



		Week10

		This week is day off. We choose to use this day to take record. At first, we thought our topic is not good at using for our project; therefore, we decided to change our topic. We were discussing using the news in recently. However, we think it is too difficult for us. So, we finally chose the feminism in Disney movie and use Frozen to be our discussing film.



		Week11

		At the beginning of our class, BC asked the question about the previous class a week before. I totally forget, but fortunately I can remember in the end of the first period. Then, we moved on the computer classroom to learnt new marterials. This time we learnt how to create the story of a game, to set the game, and to decide the backgournd and option which the player chose. It is fun and interesting. I am really admire that they can found this software. Also, the last group presented a website game for relaxing. Personally, it is not working for me. I will be more nervous because of the game's speed.



		Week12

		This class we have to present our group project. Actually, we do have prepare, but some groups’ well-prepared make us nervous. Fortunately, we did it. I’m so happy to design the diagram. When I am making the diagram, I don’t think tired but exciting. Also, BC you help us to find out the problem we have. Hopefully, our group project will done nicely and happily with those cutie members.



		Week13

		2. In class activity- Please find the CC license for this article.

This work is copyrighted by Jack Dougherty and colleagues, and distributed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 Unported License. Except for items labeled as belonging to others, you may freely share the content under these terms by citing this source: Jack Dougherty and colleagues, On The Line: How Schooling, Housing, and Civil Rights Shaped Hartford and its Suburbs, (Trinity College: Fall 2011 preview edition), http://OnTheLine.trincoll.edu.



3. If you want to use it, what kinds of CC conditions you need to follow?

Attribution —NonCommercial —Share Alike license—No Derivate Works



4. Does the author agree that CC free us from copyright problems? What are the author’s opinions?

The author agrees, “We do not contend that Creative Commons has resolved all of our questions aboutwho“owns”oralhistory,nordoweclaimexpertiseinintellectual property law. But as oral historians seeking alternatives, we believe that this combination —traditional copyright with Creative Commons licensing — fulfills our dual needs to maintain the rights of individual participants while sharing history with the public.”



		Week14

		Today, we had a briefing for final report. Most of the group presented the serious topic. It made me nervous because on one hand I am afriad that our topic is not good enough. On the other hand, we changed our topic a lot because of the information and thought that the topic is not specific. However, we can fix it.



		Week15

		Today we learnt the QDA miner lite. It is a qualitative data analysis software and does coding and statistics(manage). Also, it can retrieve several document and how to append document. Moreover, we had time to find our sources and to make our final report. And the most important thing is that BC gave us advise about some of our works.



		Week16

		I am so appreciate for BC's understanding. Although we don't have to present today, we feel happy that we done it. For this reason, we don't have to prepare until the last moment. Thank you so much! AH! Here is our group topic to Allen's group. Do they have any impact after having the 3D-printed organ?



		Week17

		Today, we do our presentation and BC says that it can be a research paper topic. Maybe I can consider in this suggestion during the winter vocation. I am happy my group using my advice to do this topic and our classmates also give us positive comments. Here are those questions. What is the good impact from the tradition princesses? I can say that all the fairy tale and their characters reflect a aspect to us to learn. As the traditional princesses are kind, gentle, and positive. Those characteristic are children and adlut to learn and to develop. However, the way to solve problem has to improve. It can give us a shadow to learn by story. 2) How do you know the exactly Disney having the changes? Actually, I went to the Frozen exhibition and saw the one of the broad that said Frozen totally overturned the Disney movie princesses' image and the identity of love in the past. Therefore, it is agreed from authority. 3) Is it good to compare the capability with male? After classmate's asking, we all think that it should not compare with men because men is not a target to compare. Also, female and male have something different in mental. It is not fair to both side to compare and contrast.



		Week18

		I love you BC. Because few days ago I walked on the path, I really focused on my cell phone and I heard BC was calling my name. I am really surprised because I seldom see a professor that will say hello in passion to student. Also, I leant a lot of software in this course. This course encourages me to find more new software and to create ways by using software. In fact, it helps me building my creativities. 







 (
I think the whole experience be understood because I understand the teachers hope that we can put the software application properly, and reduce pressure on us after school, at the same time have the ability to explore
)
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